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THE FRONTAL FACE AND 'YOU'_
NARRATIVE DISJUNCTION IN EARLY GREEK

POETRY AND PAINTING'
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ABSTRACf
This paper presents a comparative exploration of what effect the disruption of the slamJurd
fonn of narrative expression has on the reception process within an established trnditionul
context, examining first the early Greek ornl poetic tmdition represented by Homeric epic. and
then comparing the Athenian black· figure vase-painting tradition of the 6th century Be. The
two phcnomeml 10 be examined are the naITi.ltor's aposLrophe of a chamclcr in epic. which
disrupts the normal now of third-person narr:.Hive, ;:md the frontal face in Anie black-figure
vase-painting, which disrupts the normal representation of figures with profile heads.

IIa'tpoKA.o<; IlE TpOlcrt KaKa CPPOVEOlV EVOpOUcrE.
'tpt<; IlEV El1Et't' El10pOUcrE eoi!> lX'taA.avw<; "APllt
crllEpllaHa iaXOlV, 'tpt<; Il' EVVEa cpoJ'ta<; El1EcpvEV.
Ct.A.A.' ihE IlTj 'to 'tE'tap'tOV El1EcrcrU'tO llaillOVt tcro<;,
EVe' apa 'tOt IIa'tpoKA.E CPavll [3tO't01O 'tEA.Eu't"Tr
ijV'tE'tO -yap 'tOt <1>01[30<; Evt Kpa'tEPTI -ocrllivn
IlEtvo<;· 0 IlEV 'tov iov'ta Ka'ta KA.OVOV OUK EvollcrEv,
TjEpt -yap l10nTI KEKaA.uIlIlEVO<; Ct.V'tE[36A.llcrE·
(Iliad 16.783-90)

Patroklos charged in upon the Trojans with murderous intent.
Three limes then he sprang upon them, equal of speedy Ares,
uttering a dreadful warcry, and three times he struck down nine men.
But when for the fourth time he flung himself upon them, godlike,
then, Patroklos, was the end of your life clear before you;

. I should like to acknowledge wilh gratitude the linancial supporl of my research from lhe
National Research Foundation of Soulh Africa, and the Universily Research Fund of Lhe
University of Natal.
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for Phoibos stood against you in powerful opposition,
fear-inspiring; but Patroklos did not perceive him passing through
the turmoil, ~or wreathed in dense mist he came against him.

The nonnal expectation of traditional epic narrative is that it will tell a story
in the third person. In this passage from the Iliad, when the narrator is telling
how one of the best and dearest of the Greek heroes met his death, he
startlingly turns aside from his third-person account and addresses Patroklos
directly, in the second person. The fIrst part of this paper will examine why
the Homeric narrator does this here and on eighteen other occasions in the
Iliad, and what the effect of these departures from the nonnal narrative
mode may be on the audience.'

Ofcourse, there are many more second-person verbs, many more
vocative names, in the poem, but they do not have quite the same emphatic
effect on the hearers. The large majority are in embedded character text:
that is, when the narrator makes one ofhis characters address another, and
quotes his speech. These are very clearly marked as part of the narrative
fabric, being signalled in advance by means of a fonnalised speech
introduction, such as when Hektor in Book 3 castigates Paris (also known
as Alexandros) for being more concerned with his appearance than his
achievements on the field ofbattle:

Tov Ii' "EK'tWP vEiKEcrcrEV iliwv uicrxpoi:e; EltEEcrcrtV'
6.UcrltUPl Ellioe; apHl"tE YUVUlJlUVEe; T]ltEPOltE'lJ'tU
UtS' OcpEAEe; ayovoe; 't' EJlEVUl ayuJlOe; 't' UltOAEcrSUl'
(Iliad 3.38-40)

But Hektor, seeing him, reproached him with words of shame;
'Paris the cursed, best in beauty, ,lVoman-crazy, beguiler,
I wish you had never been born, or slain unwedded .. .'

At the end of Hektor's speech, the poet signals a change of speaker:

I The term 'audience' is important here because the Homeric epic poems, however they came
to be written down, represent un oral tradition in which long narrative poems about heroic
times were composed in performance by traditional singers before a group of listeners; the
narrative dcpanures here discussed are more effective in a pcrfomlance situation.
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Tov Ii' aU~E 1tPOcrEEI1tEV 'AAEsavlipo<; SEGEllift<;·
"EK~OP E1tEl. flE Ka~' a1:crav EVEl.KEO"a<; ouli' 1J1tEP a1:crav'

(Iliad 3.58-59)

And then to him in turn responded Alexandros, godlike in form:
'Hektor, since you have reproached me in due proportion to my fault.'

And at the end ofParis , speech, the poet marks the end ofthe conversation:

"n<; ecpaS', "EK~OlP Ii' au~' EXUP11 flEya fluSOV CtKoucra<;.
(Iliad 3.76)

So he spoke, and Hektor rejoiced to hear his strong response.

Aurally, these marker-lines act in the same way as quotation marks in a
written text, leaving the listeners in no doubt as to who is speaking, the
external narrator or one ofhis characters in his story. For this reason, within
the third-person narrative context, the second-person addresses that are a
standard feature of these signalled speeches do not offer a significant
disruption to the narrative flow; the listeners readily perceive that the whole
interchange belongs in the narrated context, in the time and place of the
unfolding story.

Another form of second-person address occurs when the singer
from time to time invokes the Muse. Here once again, the situation is clear:
this time it is /lot part of the narrated context, but rather part of the narrating
context, in the time and place of the poetic performance.

In a third variety of second-person address, the narrator refers to
his audience as 'you'. There are five instances of this in the Iliad, each one
marked grammatically as a suppressed condition: 'you would have thought
(if you had been there) ... ' For instance, from Book 4, when the narrator is
describing how silently the Greeks marched into battle:

01. Ii' aUol CtKT]V tcrav, OUIiE KE cpai.11<;
~6crcrov Aaov E1tEcrSat EXOV~' EV cr~ftSEcrt v, aMftv,
crtY11 IiElIi16~E<; cr11flunopa<;.
(Iliad 4.429-31)

But the others went softly, nor would you have said
that there followed so great a body of men with tongues in their mouths
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in silence through respect for their commanders.

Again, there is no confusion here. The narrator is proposing a hypothetical
situation, asking his audience to imagine what it might have been like to
watch the army going into battle, in thatdistant lime and place being described.
His use ofthe optative mood with KE in Greek signals the distinction between
the narrated and narrating contexts.

The fourth and final type ofsecond-person address is exemplified
in the passage leading up to Patroklos' death cited at the outset, and this is
the type that now will be considered in detail. It is where the narrator
dramatically disrupts the flow ofhis nOimal third-person narrative account
and momentarily addresses one of his characters as 'you' in an apostrophe.
He offers no explanation, and there is a resulting confusion of time and
place, a confusion of narrated and narrating contexts.

In the nineteen instances in the Iliad, Menelaos is addressed seven
times, Patroklos eight, Apollo twice, and Achilleus and Melanippos once
each. Naturally these apostrophes have attracted scholarly attention before
now as a phenomenon, and several different interpretations have been
proffered, ranging from the inevitable purely metrical motivation' to a
perception of the poet's deep sympathy for certain among his characters.'
However, none of the suggestions covers all the cases satisfactorily, as for
each, contrary arguments can be adduced in relation to one or more
instances.'

! See Matthews 1980, who lists previous studies of the phenomenon. See also Edwards
1987:37-38.
3 See Adam Parry 1972; he suggested that Homer had a special feeling especially for Menclaos
and Patroklos, who are presented as rather vulnerable: nOllhe best fighters, but fuB of heroic
nobility, and embodying the moral focus of the whole poem. There is no doubllhat this is so,
and lhal the apostrophes of these chumctcrs highlighted their special qualities and endeared
them 10 the listeners. This approach is also adopted by Block 1982.
~ The metrical explanalion, which serves for the apostrophes of Eumaios in the Odyssey (on
which see below) does not in the Iliad conslitute sufficient cause for the apostrophic formula,
since for Menelaos, for example, a r.mge of nominal-epithet formulas exislS for all grammatical
cases in most positions in the hexamclcr. and, as Parry poinls oul (1972: 10) it is conceivable
Ihal the poeL could readily have fabricated a nominative speech introduction formula for
Patroklos. while Mclanippos could most certainly have been killed in the accusative or fallen
in the nominative before Anlilochos 'stripped off his armour (compare the descriplion of
Amphios' death at the hand of Aias, where the phrase 'tEt:)xect cr\)A~crwvoccurred previously:
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The first of the apostrophes in the Iliad is in Book 4, when a truce
has been arranged between the Trojans and Greeks that offers the possibility
ofsettling the whole Trojan War dispute by negotiated agreement; this of
course implies an early end both to the war and to the song. Then from the
Trojan side the archer Pandaros breaks the truce by shooting at Menelaos:

U1:I'l;ap E1td Iii] KUKAo'tEpEC; J.!EyU 'to~ov E'tEtVE,
AiY~E ~tOC;, VEUpi] liE J.!Ey' tUXEV, aAw Ii' Otcr'tOC;
O~U~EA i]c; Ku8' OJ.!tAOV E1tt1t'tEcr8ut J.!EVEUtvmv.
OuliE crEeEV MEVEAUE 8EOi J.!UKUpEC; AEAU80v'to
a8uvuwt, 1tpw'tT] liE 6,tOC; 8uyu'tT]p aYEAEtT],
il 'tOt 1tpOa8E cr'tiXau ~EAOC; EXE1tEUKEC; iiJ.!UVEV.
(Iliad 4. 124-29)

But when Pandaros strained the great bow into a circle,
the arc groaned, and the bowstring thrummed loudly, and the arrow
bounded to fly sharp-pointed through the throng, eager for its target.
But the blessed gods did not neglect you, Menelaos,
the immortal ones, and first came Zeus' daughter, the plunderer,
who standing before you diverted the arrow's point.

This was a moment ofperil both for Menelaos and for the Greek enterprise
as a whole, for ifMenelaos, the cuckolded husband ofHelen, were to have
been killed, how could the war to return Helen to her rightful husband have
continued? It is a potential crisis, therefore, that goes beyond the mere surface
level ofthe narrative, touching on the causes ofthe war, its moraljustification,5
and the gods' interest in seeing it continue. The poet has apostrophised
Menelaos just at the point when the miracle happens, and he has further
emphasised the moment with a vivid simile comparing Athene's action to

Iliad 5.611-18). It is significant, too, that the apostrophe of Patroklos at Iliad 16.693 is
anticipated in the preceding line by a second-person verb (Parry 1972: 13). On the other hand,
although Parry made a convincing case for the apostrophes of Menelaos and Patroklos as
characterising the poet's favourites, he did not extend his discussion to include the more
problematic cases of Mc1anippos, Apollo and Achilleus - and in the context of Parry's inter
pretation this last raises the question of why, if the poet saw fit to honour this central figure
once with an apostrophe, he would not have done so more oflen.
~ Parry (1972: 15-20) perceives Mcnclaos as both representing and exemplifying the moral
basis of the plot - he fights for a real cause, not just for 'ttJ-l" like lhe other heroes.
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that of a mother brushing a flyaway from her sleeping child. We breathe
again, until we realise a few lines later that Menelaos has in fact been
wounded, though not mortally (4.141-47). Again the narrator apostrophises
Menelaos, again the moment is further marked by an extended simile: the
second-person address, in conveying the narrator's continuing concern for
Menelaos, heightens the recollection ofhis danger, calling for a response of
pity and fear from the listeners.

We tum now to Book 7. Achilleus, the best fighter on the Greek
side, has long since quarrelled with Agamemnon, refusing to fight any more
as a result. He sits sulking in his encampment, and Hektor has taken
advantage of the situation to issue a personal challenge to any Greek hero
to fight a duel. The challenge is met with hesitant silence from the Greeks,
and Menelaos, furious that no-one immediately volunteers, taunts his
comrades for their cowardice:

0Qe; lipu cpOlvilcrue; KU'tEoUcrE'tO 'tEUXEU KU1..a.
Evea KE 'tOt MEVE1..UE cpavT] flto'toto 'tE1..E'In11
"EK'tOpOe; EV 1tU1..aILTlcrtV, E1tE!. 1t01..1> CPEp'tEpOe; TlEV,
Ei ILl] uvut1;UV'tEe; E1..OV ~Ucrt1..fjEe; 'AxmOiv ...
(Iliad 7.1 03-06)

After saying this, he began to put on his splendid armour.
And there, Menelaos, was the end of your life clear before you
at the hands of Hektor, since he was stronger than you by far,
had not the kings of the Achaians leapt up and held you back.

Once again, Menelaos is imperilled, in a situation parallel to that in Iliad4
the duel, like the truce, is intended to settle the dispute over Helen and so
end the war. With Hektor challenging, one feels that the natural respondent
should have been Achilleus, and the Greeks' hesitation in finding a volunteer
in his place emphasises the void left by his withdrawal. As with the breaking
of the truce, here too we are led through the immediacy of the address to
consider deeper issues: once again the death ofMenelaos would potentially
have removed its moral justification.

The pattern to be observed so far is that the apostrophes occur at
what may be tenned crisis points in and for the narrative. It is almost as
though the poet is teasing his listeners with a premature conclusion to his
song. The next example will allow us to refine on this. Again Menelaos is
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apostrophised, this time in Book 13, a book concerned almost entirely with
narrating the conflict that takes place as the Trojans go on the offensive,
trying to storm the Greek defences with the intention ofdestroying their
ships. The battle has been raging with frrst aTrojan hero attacking a Greek,
then vice versa, until we encounter Menelaos in the melee. He wounds a
Trojan, and then

IlEicrcxvopoe; 0' iaue; MEVEA<XOU KUOCXAifl0tO
fjlE· "tov 0' &:YE floipcx KCXKTt acxv<x"tOtO "tEAOe; oE
crot MEVEACXE OCXflfjVCXl EV cxivfi oT]tO"tfjn.
(Iliad 13.601-03)

Peisandros made straight for Menelaos the magnificent;
but his ill fate led him on to his death and in the end,
Menelaos, he was yours to bring down in dire mortal combat.

And indeed Menelaos kills his opponent. This example cannot easily be
accounted for by Parry's theory ofspecial sympathy, for here Menelaos is
in no danger, nor is his victory over the obscure Peisandros in any way
remarkable.

It is here suggested that the apostrophes are used by the poet of the
Iliad to mark the turning points," whether potential or actual, whether
fundamental or incidental, in his poem. To Iomderstand this most recent
example, we must look at the broader context: although according to Zeus'
will the Trojans are supposed to be winning at this point, in fact, if one
counts the corpses, in the flurry ofskinnishes described six Greeks and nine
Trojans have been attacked, resulting in four Greek and eight Trojan corpses.
The death ofTrojan Peisandros at the hands ofMenelaos is featured at that
point, as a culmination to set the seal ofGreek supremacy on this part of the
battle, in spite ofZeus' intention that the Trojans should be in the ascendant
for a while. Another brief interchange ofblows follows, leaving one more
corpse on each side, before Hektor arrives to rally his warriors. In this
broader context, then, the apostrophe to Menelaos serves partly to underline
the overall Greek winning streak, but even more, I would suggest, to mark
a turning point in the narrative where the briefstreak ofGreek success must

~ Using the term 'lurning point' in the Aristotelian sense of peripetehl.
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end. That it is Menelaos whom the poet chooses to apostrophise is indeed
due to his special sympathy for this figure, but the timing of the address is
structurally determined.

This is borne out by the next example from Book 15. Now Zeus is
ensuring Trojan success in accordance with his plan, and by the end of the
book the Trojans will be menacing the very ships of the Greeks with fire.
The turning point in this action is when the Trojans succeed in breaching the
Greek defences, in particular crossing the deep ditch that surrounds the
Greek encampment. Here they have the help of the god Apollo, who kicks
in the banks and creates a causeway for the attackers. This is how the poet
describes it, again marking the moment additionally with a vivid simile:

'til p' Ot yE 1tpOXEOV'to lplXl..lXyyTjliov, 1tpO Ii' 'A1toUwv
lXiyili' exwv Epi'ttJlovp epEt1tE liE 'tEtXOe; 'AX<Xtwv
PEtlX JlUI..', me; (hE 'tte; 'IIUJllXSOV mite; ant SlXl..ucrcrTje;,
oe; 't' E1td oi'iv 1tOti]crn aSUpJllX'tlX VTj1ttEncrtv
&'11 lXi'ine; cruvEXEUE 1tocriv KlXt XEpcrtV aSupwv.
me; PlX cru fitE <l'>Ot~E 1tOI..UV KUJllX'tOV KlXt 6t1;;uv
crunElXe; 'ApyEiwv, lX1J'tOtcrt liE lpU1;;lXV EvwpcrlXe;.
(Iliad 15.360-66)

They poured over in formation, and before them Apollo
bearing the prized aegis: and lie tore down the Achaian defence-wall
effortlessly, as when there is some little boy in the sand by the sea,
who first makes sand-castles in his playing,
and then destroys them with his feet and hands, in his game.
Just so, you, Lord Phoibos, demolished all the Argives'
hard work and bitter effort, and roused up panic among them.

And the Greeks perceive thattheirdarkest hour is upon them: a turning
point indeed, for they must be saved from annihi1ation ifthe story is to remain
on track. Matthews has pointed out that the vocative phrase fitE <l'>Ot~E

occurs in the same position in the line in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo
(3.120), suggesting that this form of address probably derives from ritual
usage,' but while this accounts for the origin of the phrase, it does not
explain why the poet saw fit to use it at this point and once again," especially

, Mallhews 1990:98.
H All/iad 20.152: see below.
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since he does not adopt any similarly derived vocative addresses for other
deities.

Later in this same book, another apostrophe occurs, this time of a
relatively obscureTrojan wanior, Melanippos by name. It is surely significant
that he is the only Trojan to be honoured in this way. Again, we must look at
the broader context of the narrative: the battle between Trojans, determined
to fire the Greek ships, and Greeks, equally determined to prevent them, is
evenly balanced. Hektor's attack is invincible; Aias' defence is impenetrable.
The will ofZeus for temporary Trojan success must prevail, but equally, if
the ultimate outcome of the war is to be respected, the ships must not be
destroyed. Something will have to intervene at this point. In the midst of the
conflict, the Greek Antilochos throws his spear at the Trojans and stJikes
Melanippos:

,Av"tiAOXO~ Ii' E1tOpOUcrE KUCtlV &~, o~ "t' E1tl vEl3pi!>
I3Alllu~vqJ u1sn, "tov "t' ES Euvfiq>l Sopov"tu
SllPll"tr,P E-rUXllcrE l3uAwv, UltEAUcrE liE YUlU'
&~ Eltt crot MEAaVl1tltE Sop' ,Av"tiAOXO~ JlEvExaPJlll~

"tEUXEQ( crUATjcrCtlV aAA' ou AaSEv "EKWpU lilov,
o~ pa oi aV"tio~ TiME SECtlV Uva IilllO"tfi"tU.
,Av"tiAOXO~ Ii' OU JlElVE Soo~ ltEp EroV ltOAEJllcr"tTt~,

an' 0 y' lip' ihpEcrE Sllpt KUKOV pEsuvn EOIKW~,

o~ "tE KUVU K"tEiVU~ il130UKOAOV aJlq>t l30Ecrcrl
q>Euyn ltpiv ltEp OJlIAOV aOA.A.lcrSTjJlEvm avlipolV"
&~ "tpEcrE NEcr"topilill~, Eltt liE Tp&E~ "tE KUt "EK"tCtlp
TtXii SEcrltEcrin I3EAEQ( cr"tOVOEV"tU XEOV"tO'
(Iliad 15.579-90)

And Antilochos leapt upon him like a dog, that darts in upon
an injured fawn, which as it was breaking from cover a huntsman
has succeeded in hitting, and has deprived its legs of strength;
so against you, Melanippos, sprang Antilochos the steadfast in battle
to strip offyour armour; but he did not escape the eye of godlike Hektor,
who came speeding against him through the thick of the battle
and Antilochos did not stay, even though he was an agile fighter,
but turned taillike a wild animal that has done wrong,
that has killed a dog or herdsman amid the cattle
and Ilees, before a band of men has come together;
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so the son of Nestor fled, and in pursuit the Trojans and Hektor
uttering unearthly cries hurled their whirring weapons after him.

Again, similes underline the incident, fore and aft. One of the foremost Greek
warriors has killed an insignificantTrojan, but cannot take his victim's annour
as the usual prize of valour: he is forced to flee before the Trojan assault.
This is not so much an actual turning point in the narrative as a winding up of
the tension to an almostexcruciating degree. Something will have to intervene
to break this impasse.

And indeed it does, at the beginning of Book 16. Patroklos, the
best friend of Achilleus, goes to him with news of the Greeks' critical
situation, and asks to borrow his famous armour: if Patroklos appears on
the battlefield in Achilleus' accoutrement, theTrojans will lose heart, believing
it is Achilleus returned, and will withdraw from the attack. Achilleus agrees,
somewhat against his betterjudgement, warning his beloved friend to retum
to camp as soon as his appearance has routed the enemy. In the event,
Patroklos fails to heed this warning, and is ultimately slain by the hand of
Hektor. Indeed in the immediate context this courageous venture does serve
to break the impetus of the Trojan attack; it also marks the major crisis and
peripeteia in the poem as a whole, for Achilleus' grieffor his friend's death
far outweighs his anger against the Greeks, and through this mechanism
Homer motivates his return to the battlefield to avenge his loss.

In the course of Book 16, as the tragedy ofPatroklos is unfolded,
there are no less than eight apostrophes ofthis valiant but vulnerable hero,
each marking the next step on his route to destruction, from his initial request
to Achilleus (16.20), through his successes in battle (16.584-85, 692-93,
744,754) and his disabling fITst by Apollo (16.783-96, partially cited at the
beginning of this paper) and then by Euphorbos (16.804-15), to his final,
dying utterance (16.843). In Book 17, the Greeks fight to recover Patroklos'
body, and Menelaos, who plays an important role in this rescue ofthe corpse,
is again apostrophised by the narrator, twice in close proximity (17.679 and
702) as in deep emotional distress he sends Antilochos to bring the dreadful
news ofPatroklos' death to Achilleus. The next apostrophe is over two
books later at the beginning of Book 20, where the narrator addresses
Achilleus at the climactic point when at last the Greeks are about to follow
him as he returns, distraught, to the battle to avenge his friend. He has absented
himselfsince Book 1, and so this is the turning point up to which everything
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beforehand has been leading.
There remain two further apostrophes in the Iliad. A little later in

Book 20, the gods have ventured onto the battlefield, some on each side, to
encourage their favourites; Apollo, supporter of the Trojan cause, is
concerned that the grief-enraged Achilleus is carrying all before him in battle,
and so he approaches Trojan Aineias and inspires him to fight even more
bravely than before. Poseidon, although he favours the Greek side, does
not want to see god fighting against god in this battle, and so suggests at this
point that all the gods should withdraw and leave the mortals to determine
the outcome:

EVSlX fIocrElliuOJv KlX't' lip' E~E'tO KlXt SEOt liAAOl,
cXWjlt Ii' lip' lipPllK'tOV VECjlEAllV wlLolcrlv EcrlXV'tO'
Ot Ii' hEpOJcrE KlXSl~OV E1t' oCjlpum KlXA.A.lKOAmVlle;
cXlLCjlt crE lilE <1>043E KlXt "APlllX 1t'tOAl.1tOpSov.

"ne; o'i ILEV p' E.K(X'tEpSE KlXSTjlX'tO 1L1l'tlOOOV'tEe;
~OUAUe;' cXPXEILEVlXl liE liucrllA£YEOe; 1tOAEf!OlO
OKVEOV cXf!CjlO'tEPOl.
(Iliad 20. 149-55)

There Poseidon sat down and the other gods,
and around their shoulders they wreathed an impenetrable mist;
but the gods of the other side sat on the ridges of Kallikolone
around you, Lord Apollo. and around Ares the city-destroyer.

So they sat on either side, giving consideration
to strategies; and bOUl sides were hesitant to begin the attack
that would bring bitter grief.

Throughout the battle narrative ofthe Iliad, there have been moments when
one or another god has sought to intervene in a battle, and this has been
represented as a bad thing. Now, with the return ofa berserk Achilleus, the
Trojans were likely to face almost immediate defeat, and for a briefmoment
the gods seemed set to intervene on both sides, although only Apollo has
acted before this withdrawal. I think that here the poet briefly singles him
out with his apostrophe in order to highlight this smaIl and temporary positive
factor on the Trojan side. Before long, much as he loves Hektor, Apollo will
have to abandon him to his death at Achilleus' dreaded hands. Again, the
battle action is balanced on the point ofa spear, and again this turning point
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is marked by apostrophe.
The final apostrophe is part of the winding down of the narrative,

and so marks a relatively minor crux. The context is the funeral games
honouring Patroklos in Book 23; the youthful Anlilochos has won the chariot
race, but Menelaos does not think he has won fairly, and so challenges him.
The situation is turning nasty, with the very real possibility that an unseemly
brawl will mar the splendour of the occasion. Antilochos resolves the crisis
by graciously giving up his prize of a fine mare, at which Menelaos too
backs down:

'H pa Kat t1t1WV a.yrov flEYaeUflOU NEa1:opot; uiot;
EV XEipEaat 1:ieEt MEVEAaOU' 1:0tO oE eUflOt;
laveT] rot; El 1:E 1tEpt a1:axuEcrcrtv HpaT]
AT]lOU aAoi]aKOV1:0t;, <hE lIlpiaaoucrtv a.poupm·
rot; a.pa aot MEvEAaE flE1:U lIlPEcrt eUflOt; laveT].
(Iliad 23.596-600)

So spoke the son of great-hearted Nestor, and leading the horse up
. he gave it into the hands of Menelaos; and as for him, his anger
died down, as if it were dew settling around the ears of corn
of the growing crop, when the fields are bristling;
so too for you, Menelaos, the temper in your heart was assuaged.

And so the poem proceeds to its gracious conclusion, when AchilIeus will
yield up his prize, Hektor's corpse, to the Trojans for burial.

What seems to emerge from this brief examination of the Iliad
examples is a repeated narrative structuring device, but not a unitary
contextual motive for its employment, and indeed that latter should not be
sought. Apostrophe in the Iliad is a multi-applicational form of the same
kind if not quite the same nature as other elements characteristic of oral
composition, bolll verbal fomls (a fonnula such as 'swift-fooled Achilleus')
and narrative structures (a theme or type-scene such as the annlng sequence).
Whether it be a form belonging to the broad tradition over time and space,
or alternatively a fonn which our pmticular poet - the one who shaped our
text of the Iliad - developed for his own use, is inunaterial. The reason why
it is employed at any given juncture may not be the same in all cases, but
within the traditional context, the way in which meaning is constructed at
these junctures, relative to the passage in which the apostTOphe occurs as
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well as to the poem (and to an extent, the tradition) as a whole, should be
the same. That is the nature of a tradition.9

I should like now to look very briefly at the use ofapostrophe in the
Odyssey, where it is rather differently employed, as this is germane to the
ensuing discussion ofvase-painting. In the Odyssey, tllere are fifteen instances
of the narrator's apostrophe of a character, and here a metrical explanation
is much less contentious, for the old swineherd Eumaios, the sole
'apostrophee' in the poem, has a name that in the designated context of
speech introduction would be difficult to accommodate in the nominative
case;'o additionally, of the fifteen apostrophic references, thirteen are identical
whole-line formulations:

And answering you said to [him], 0 swineherd Eumaios:

The other two are variations on the same:

'tov liE JlEY' oxei]cra~ 1tPOcrECP1]~, EUJlatE cru~&'ta'
(Odyssey 15.325)

And greatly troubled you said to him, 0 swineherd Eumaios:

'tov Ii' E1ttKEP'tOJlEffiV 1tPOcrECP1]~, EUJlUtE cru~&'ta'
(Odyssey 22.194)

And jeering you said to him, 0 swineherd Eumaios:

'J As Foley (J 991 :6) remarks: 'If traditional phraseology and narrative arc conventional in
structure, then they must also be conventional in their modes of generating meaning. That is, at
least part of the answer to the question of "how" these elements function is "in the same way
each time". There will ofcourse be room for the individual poeL to contribute to the negotiation
of meaning, the I"Ciativc importance or that contribution depending on factors such as the
idiosyncracies of each tradition, genre, and text. But by and large the referential function of
traditional units will remain consistent, everything c1se being equal.'
III Although, as Adam Parry points out (1972:21) after the first second-person address in Dd.
14.55, the poet finds a third-person alternalive in 14.121 (tOV 0' T1I1EiPEt' brEltCt. crupciJtTlC;,

oPXCt.~OC; uvopc1w) before reverting to the second-person in 14.165.
"Od. 14.55. 165.360.442.507; 16.60. 135.464; 17.272,311.380.512.579.
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In the Odyssey, then, we are clearly encountering a fossilised formula which
will likely have been somewhat emptied of its apostrophic impact through
repetition. In the absence ofother traditional epics, we cannotjudge whether
this formula was a regular part of the tradition as a whole, or just a quirky
personal characteristic of the poet of the Odyssey - who once again, in this
respect as in so many others, is seen to be a different narrating personality
with diverse narrative habits from the poet of the Iliad. It is surely futile in
this context to enquire into which came first within the tradition, the rare
metrically motivated formula or the rarer individual apostrophe. What is
clear is that there is a divergence between the two texts, with one presenting
a purely formulaic usage while in the other, as we have seen, it constitutes a
structuring device.

How, then, does this device work? Normally, the narrator is
addressing his narrative to his listeners. Suddenly, he turns aside to address
one of his characters, and instantly breaks down the otherwise clear
distinctions between his story and the context in which he is telling it, between
the here-and-now of his perfornlance and the there-and-then of his tale.
We must remember that this is a performance situation, where the singer
would emphasise his departure from the nonn with gesture, turning aside
from his audience to address an invisible presence 'off-stage' - consider
that 'apostrophe' literally means in Greek a 'turning away'. There is an
immediate disruption ofour time-sense, for either Patroklos is among us,
his ghost summoned from the distant past to our time and place, or like a
double exposure our narrator is both before us and simultaneously far off in
another time and place on the Trojan plain, mingling with his characters
amid the clangour and stench ofthe battle he is narrating. These are emotional
moments: the narrator is so absorbed in his tale at these points that for him
it is presented as real, as more immediate than his audience. Ce11ainly, at
these points the addressed character becomes a focaliser, not just for the
events being narrated but, as I have shown, for the shaping of the story at
that point. Through the narrator's mediacy, we too feel an empathy with the
character so addressed, and for a brief moment we (who can also be
addressed by the narrator as 'you') see the situation through that character's
eyes; to express it narratologically, we. ~J,e focalisees, momentarily become
co-focalisers.
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* * *

As we tum now to the vase-painting tradition, the discussion that follows
needs to be approached within the context ofa much broader comparative
study of the respective traditions ofearly Greek epic poetry (as represented
by the Homeric epics) and Athenian black-figure vase-painting, ifitis not to
seem an arbitrary comparison. In a series ofearlier studies I have sought to
identify the major formal parallels between the two traditions, in comparisons
of the ways in which both formulaic phrases and iconography, both type
scenes and fixed compositions, work in the construction of meaning in the
reception process, and I have further begun to investigate various similarities
in the structuring devices of the visual and verbal traditions. 12

In parallel to epic narrative, where the norm is the third-person
account, the overwhelming norm in archaic vase-painting is for the human
(and animal) figures to be represented in profile, with heads facing to left or
to right. The fixed black-figure convention was that feet and head were
always in profile (although not always in the same direction), while chests
were fully frontal until in the course of the third quarter of the 6th century,
painters such as the Amasis Painter and Exekias began to experiment with
the convincing rendition ofa profile torso.

It is difficult for the modem viewerto become immersed in the archaic
traditional ambience to the extent that this mannerofdepiction becomes the
right and proper way for figures to be represented, the way depicted figures
are expected to appear. On an ancient viewer in sixth-century Athens, the
effectofthese profile heads would have been to mark the great divide between
the depicted world and the world in which the depiction exists as an object,
and this is very similar, in the reception process, to the effect of the third
person narrative in epic, which maintains the distinction between narrating
and narrated contexts. 13 In viewing a scene presented in profile, we are

"Mackay 1993, 1995, 1996, 1999,2002 (forthcoming).
IJ Subsequent to delivering the address on which this published version is based, I have found
that Meyer Shapiro (1973:38-39) made in passing a rather similar observation in a study
largely devoted to the mediaeval representational tradition: 'The profile face is detached from
the viewer and belongs with the body in action (or in an intransitive state) in a space shared
with other profiles on the surface of the image. It is, broadly speaking, like the grammatical
form of the third person, the impersonal "he" or "she" with its concordantly inflected verb;
while the face turned outward is credited wim intentness, a latent or potential glance directed
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looking on at something that takes place regardless ofour observation. We
are, so to speak, looking through a one-way mirror, into a world ofheroes
and gods that exists in another time, another place from our own.

What, then, when we encounter a face that looks back at us, peering,
as it may seem, into our world? It is a shock, when we perceive that the
one-way mirror has been penetrated. Our expectations of the relationship
between us as viewers and the depicted event are disrupted, forcing us to
reconsider the nature of the encounter. The modern viewer must now try to
set aside the half-millennium ofportraiture tradition from the Renaissance
on in which the more-or-less-frontal face with the eyes that notoriously
follow one around the gallery is the norm; it must be remembered that in the
archaic vase-painting tradition, the frontal face is the extreme exception. In
a world ofprofLIe, whereas an onlooker you thought you were 'safe' from
all engagement, a face has turned to catch your eye. This is proportionately
as rare an occurrence in the black-figure tradition as is the apostrophe in
Homer."

Naturally, the occurrences of frontal faces have been examined
before now, and a number ofattempts have been made, as with the Homeric
apostrophes, to find a unitary explanation for them." In her [987 study,
Yvonne Korshak set out to identify a pattern and to that end assembled a
comprehensive catalogue of the instances that occur in both the black- and
the archaic red-figure painting techniques, but in the end, her conclusions
are very broadly stated, and she was led to acknowledge the pre-eminence
of the iconographic tradition rather than context as a determining factor for

to the observer, and corresponds 10 the role of "I" in speech, with its compJement:.lfY "you".
It seems to exist both for us ;md for itself in a space virtu:..llly continuous with our own, and is
therefore appropriate 10 the figure as symbol or ;.IS carrier of a message.'
P Korshak (1987) lists I 18 instances of frontal faces in Attic black-figure scenes, out of the
many thousands of extant vases.
IS Korshak (1987: 1-4) sUlllmarises the previous major studies of the phenomenon and notcs
the various categories into which these analyses strove to fit the examples. There is always the
temptation in considering frontal faces to turn to the much-discussed rrontality of archaic
three-dimensional statues, but (except in a few instances where Late Archaic v:\sc-painters,
mainly red-figure, set out to depict a statue - on which see note 50 below - a closer and
mediating comparison would have to be sculptural relief. where frontal races are as rare as in
vase-painting, and lend to be used ror Ihe S::lmc (Iypes 01) figures: Gorgons (ror instance the
terraCOLLa metope from Ihe Temple or Alhene at Syracuse). dead or dying bodies (ror instance
the north frieze of the Siphniun Trcusury ::lt Delphi).
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distribution. 16 I believe that consideration of this painting phenomenon in
the light of the Homeric use of apostrophe may provide a deeper level of
understanding ofthe archaic approach to these breaks with convention within
the painting tradition. J7

The earliest occurrences of frontal faces on vases are in repre
sentations ofGorgons in the middle ofthe 7th century,I8 and from that point
on this manner of representation becomes a fixed iconographic formula for
the Gorgon that was to persist well beyond the archaic period. It is easy to
understand the early development of this iconographic formula for Gorgons
given that the peril ofencountering Medusa lay in meeting her gaze. 19 In a
mere picture, she is safe to look at, as Perseus knew when he looked only
at her reflection in his shield, but early in the tradition one can imagine that
looking at her face to face could have caused a momentary ji-issoll. In
Gorgon scenes where Perseus is present, it is of course important that
Medusa not be interpreted as looking at him, but it must be recognised that
the frontal-face motif is a cOllslall1 iconographic factor for Gorgons whether
or not Perseus is included in the scene. From the start, it is the single
iconographic element that defines the Gorgon. However, the repetition of
this monster-motifover the decades would certainly have bred a familiarity

If> Korshak 1987:44.
11 Fronlisi-Oucroux (1995:90-93) has also observed some parallels between apostrophe and
frolltal faces. She notes (1995:69 and 136 n. J3) thullhe term aposrropheill is used in lilcmturc
of Perseus avoiding the petrifying stare of the Gorgon.
IH As Paym: (193 J :79-89) shows, Gorgoncia first appear in Greece in the 7th century on
Protocorinthian vases (e.g. as handlc~omamcnt on the Macmillan Aryballos, London 1889.4
18.1 (illuslf. Payne 1931: fig. 23 B; sec 'llso the summary of Corinthian scenes with Perseus
.md the Gorgon in Amyx 1988:625-26), and the !irst Athenian Gorgons seem to derive frolll
Corinthian fOnTIs; in the second half of the 7th century, Full-tigure Gorgons are depicted on the
proto-Auic name-vase of the Polyphcmos Paintcr in Eleusis, and by thc end of the 71h
century, with the production of the name vase of the Neuos Painter (Athens 1001: AB\l4. I
illfm, 679; Pam. 2.6; AdtF· 2) which is generally taken <1S nmrking the establishment of the
black-tigure techniquc in Athens, the Gurgon appeared in the form that would continue to
characterise her: bearded frontal face with large, staring eyes, mouth open in a rictus-grin with
tongue protruding, and comparatively small, winged body with legs in thc Kllielaufposition to
suggest Jlying. Compure the Medusa by the Amasis Painler, some 70 yeurs inlo the develop
ment of the tradition, where linle has changed apart from the relaxing of the Kllielcmfangular
ity: on a round-mouthed olpe, London B 471 (l849.6-20.5: AllV 153.32, 687; Pam. 64; Achf.2
44).
I" Frontisi-Ducroux (1995:65-75) discusses the frontal face of tile Gorgon as 'Ia fuce inlerdile'.
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that must have drained away most of the impact of this departure from the
norm,just as was the case with the repetitious apostrophising ofEumaios in
the Odyssey.

Occurring as early as the Gorgon is another frontal-faced creature,
one which has largely been ignored in previous discussions: the animal known
to archaeology as the panther. It appears in innumerable animal bands on
vases from the orientalising period onwards, in fabrics from different parts
of the Greek world, and its sole identifying characteristic, the aspect that
causes it now to be arbitrarily labelled 'panther' (to distinguish it from the
equally ubiquitous but profile lion) is that it twists its head around to face the
viewer. Why this may have been, initially, must lie in the interface between
Greece and the Near East, which offered the inspiration for such Greek
animal motifs from the late 8th century. Popular first among vase-painters in
the East Greek areas, then in Corinth, by the time it was included in the
repertoire of subsidiary ornament of Athenian painters, the animal came
ready-to-hand as a recognised traditional formulation, and it has proved
futile to try to identify any contextual significance in its inclusion among other,
profile, animals.'"

Apart from Gorgons and panthers, the earliest extant figures with
frontal faces in the black-figure tradition appear in the decade 580-570 in
the works ofSophilos, most notably on the London dinos, where among
the deities in the procession attendant on the Wedding ofPeleus and Thetis
is a frontal-faced Muse (one ofa group labelled collectively MOSAI) playing
a syrinx.21 Within about a decade, on the Franc;:ois Vase the same wedding
procession is depicted in the most prominent band, and again the frontal
syrinx-playing Muse is included, this time specified in the inscription as
KaIliOpe.22 Why is such a relatively insignificant figure singled outfor attention

~o See Payne 1931 :67 and 70, who notcs thut in Corinthian painting the 'panther' is sometimes
in fuel marked as a lion by having a mane indicated; see also Pielersc 2000:87-89. It is worth
nOling lhat both gorgoneia imd panther heads (sometimes with bodies attached) were popular
among vase-painters as shield devices on both the round and the 'Soiotian' shield forms. where
presumably their confrontational aspect was intended to serve an apolropaic function \Vilh
regard to the enemy.
21 London 1971.11-1.1 (Para. 19.16 his; Add.! 10; LlMC6: Mousa, Mousai 120); compare the
fragmentary dinos by the same paimer, Athens Acr. 587 (ABV 39.15, 681; Add.'!. 10), where a
similar figure is preserved in a group collectively labelled NYEAI.
"Florence 4209 (ABV76.I, 682; Para. 29; Add.' 21; LlMC 3: Dionysos 496; LlMC 6: Mo"sa,
Mousai 121).
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in this way, rather than, say Zeus or another important deity? While it is true
that a syrinx-player in profile would not be as recognisable as in frontal view
where the pipes can be represented clearly, to regard such an explanation
as sufficient motivation is to overlook the fact that painters were not obliged
to include such a figure. Clearly, both Sophilos and K1eitias chose to feature
her, and one must look for the reason on a different level of interpretation.

Although, as West notes," the syrinx was in later times a relatively
humble instrument associated with herdsmen and their bucolic gods, in sixth
century Greece it seems to have enjoyed a higher status.24 Performance on
the syrinx of any melody other than the straight scale requires some oral
agility in jumping from one pipe to another,25 which in modem performers
tends to involve marked movement of the head as well as the instrument.
This would probably have contrasted with the staider performance on the
auloi, for which the pressure of air required (such that straps were often
used to support the cheeks)" would have obviated excessive head
movement." West also observes that the syrinx was high-pitched. In
performance, then, it would have been a highly noticeable instrument, both
visually and aurally. Might this have been why the two painters chose to
feature a syristes? The frontal face would serve then a double purpose,
technically allowing the instrument to be the more readily recognised, and

"West 1992:109-12.
14 It was depicted in elevated circumstances not only in the works of Sophilos and Kleitias but
also, according to Ps.-Plul. De MilS. 1I36a, in the hands of one of the three Graces held by the
archaic statue of Apollo on Delos: Kat nEV 6it~(p OE 'wu cqaAI.latO£ auto\) (HPlBpucnC; EXEt
Ev JlEv 'tfl8E~u~ 't6~ov, EV oE tft aptcrtEpg. Xapt"rac;, tWV 'tile; JlOUcrtKnC; opyavwv EKacr'tllv
'tl Exoucrav· nI-lEV yap Aupav Kpa'tEt, no' aUAOUC;, iJ 6' tv JlEO"Cf' npocrKE1JlEVTlV EXEt 'tql
crtoJlun erupt"fya. Her position in the middle would presumably mean that she was facing the
viewer (especially given the expectations of fronlality in archaic statuary), in an arrangement
that must have been not unlike Sophilos' depiction in its general effect.
25 See West 1992: 112.
~~ See West 1992: 106; the comments he cites (106 nn. 110 and III) from literary texts on the
body movement of later auletai seem to suggest that it was a novelty.
27 Nevertheless, in later black-figure auletai are sometimes shown with frontal face; in black
figure such a tigure is likely to be a satyr, as on Munich 2088 (ABV 232; Add. 2 60; Frontisi
Ducroux 1989: fig. 226), an eye-cup with on each side a satyr between the eyes seated
frontally on a stool and playing the auloi: his body and limbs are covered with tiny incised 'c'
shapes, except for his feet (added red from the ankle down) and his forearms and hands; if this
is intended to indicate a costume. then the face should be interpreted as a mask. The motif of
the frontal faced auletes is taken up in red-figure in occasional symposion-scenes, showing that
by the early fifth century the association of musician and frontal face was recognised, but these
should not be viewed as continuous with the Fram;ois Vase.
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engaging viewers as though willing them to hear the shrill melody andjoin in
the foot-tapping festivities.'"

Still on the Fran«ois Vase, in the centre of the same procession
scene on the obverse, we see the figure ofDionysos; he turns his face towards
us as he bears a large amphora on his shoulder as a present forThetis. As
Stewart has noted," Dionysos is situated particularly conspicuously in the
middle of this side of the vase, and a case can be made for his prominent
location, accentuated by his frontal face, serving as a clue to unravelling the
interrelated meaning of the many scenes on this krater]U The god's stance
here" was interpreted by Beazley" as signifying the weight of the god's
burden. It is likely to be a weight ofemotion rather than of wine, for Rumpf
has recognised this"as the 'golden jar with handles' referred to in Iliad
23.92 and Odyssey 24.74 (the latter specifies that it was Dionysos' gift to
Thetis), the container first for Patroklos' ashes and ultimately also for those

2H One might compare the effect of the frontal-faced satyr playing the auloi on the red-figure
pointed amphora in Munich uuributcd La the Kleophradcs Painter, Munich 8732 (2344: ARV'
182.6, 1632; Para. 340; Add. 2 186). At a later time, when the syrinx had come to be regarded
as:'1 rustic instrument, the music of the auloi was noted in antiquity for its power to evoke a
strong emotional response (Plato, S)'mp. 215c; Aristotle. Pol. 1341 a21). It is not impossible
thal in the carly archaic period the syrinx, which like the iluloi was used us an accompaniment
for marching and dancing und cercmonial processions, may have been similarly rcgarded.
However, it is perhaps significant that these two early black-figure painters chose to represent
the syrinx, not the auloi; uhhough Frontisi-Ducroux (1995:74-75) adduces Pindar's account
(Pyth. 12.6-8) of Athene's invcnling the aulos to imitalc the oUAov 8PTlvOV of the Gorgons,

there docs not seem to be a clear connection between aulclai and Gorgons in carly times.
~9 Stewart 1983.
XI Ahhough fronlal faces arc not infrequently associalcd with Dionysos in latc black-tigure and
early red-figure (in cult·scenes or where the Dionysos-mask is featured in isolation; see noles
48 and 50 below), there is an intervening period of 60 years between these vases and the
Fnlll~ois Vase in which Dionysos is not shown with Fronlal face, and so the intention in the
lutter cuse cannot be assumed 10 be the same as in the luter instances.
31 Korshak (1987:27), observing that Dionysos is half crouching, hus suggested that he may be
dancing, and compares him to the later generations 01' sntyrs who customarily dance with bent
knees; however, Dionysos here precedes the arrival on the scene of his dancing entourage, and
in later times is seldom himself shown dancing - although there are exceptions, such as the
Amasis Painter's amphora Wtirzburg 265 (ADV 15 I.22,687; Para. 63; Add.~ 43).
J~ BC<lzley 1986:26: 'He hastens, almost stumbles forward, holding an amphont full of wine on
his shoulder, wine for the feast. ... The god here, feeling the weight and the effort, turns towards
the spec(<ltor, ulmost as jf for sympathy, a contmst 10 the ea<;y, unconscious bearing of the
other deities.'
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of Achilleus.33 On the Franc;:ois Vase, these two frontal faces seem
significantly to encapsulate both thejoyous celebration ofthe nuptial occasion,
and the doleful fate of the outcome of that union. Already, then, we can see
that near the beginning of the black-figure tradition, Kleitias can be seen to
use frontal faces as an emphatic interpretative directive.

The next category of frontal face occurs in scenes of merriment,
fIrSt amid the revelry of the komasts," starting from about the time of the
Franc;:ois Vase, and then among the satyrs who largely take over revellers'
functions from the komasts in the black-figure vase-painting repertoire. J5

The earliest frontal-faced satyr dates from about 560 Be, depicted on the
handle ofa little oil-flask by Nearchos,36 is unusual: one of a triad, he is
squatting front-on and joyfully massaging his impressive membel: He seems
to be inviting us to share llis pleasure, and the explicit sexuality of til is little
figure will remain a characteristic of the frontal- faced satyr motifon later
vasesY From around the middle of the century, a new pattern of usage
begins to emerge with Lydos' great column-krater in New York: on one
side Dionysos among maenads and satyrs (none with a frontal face); on the
other side the lame god Hephaistos is riding on his donkey, surrounded by
an even more riotous throng, in which the satyrdirectly following the donkey
turns to face us; and this is a visual element that recurs in some subsequent
versions of the Return of Hephaistos. Hedreen observes that here, too,
there is a sexual overtone," for as often as not the painter includes clear
indication that the satyr who Jeers out at us has the intention of sexually
assaulting tile donkey.39 It seems, then, that the nlisuse of the donkey may

33 Rumpf 1953:497-70; he deduces from the angle al which Dionysos carries the vessel thaI it
must have been empty, yet heavy from the way the god bears iI, and so of metal.
J.I Korshak (1987) lists cleven examples of frontnl-fnccd komasts. The frontal-faced komast
mOlifbecomes immensely popular again in the red-figure period.
J~ Korshak (1987: 18-20) argues lhat frontal-fi.1Ced satyrs are related to Gorgons through the
common factor of the mnsk, bUI this docs not take into account the early frontal faces of
komaslS, nor explain why only an occasional satyr is so represented.
,. New York 1926.26.49 (ABV 83.4, 682; Para. 30; Add.' 23).
37 The motif of the squatting satyr recurs later in the 6th century, as for instance on two neck
amphorae attributed to the BMN Painter: Berlin 1671 (ABV 226.2 59) and San Antonio 87.58:
Shapiro, Picon, SCOlL (1995: cal. 44).
JH Hedreen 1992:17-18.
]<I For instance, by having an ithyphallic satyr, standing direclly behind the donkey, place a
hand on the animal's rump: see, for instance, the cup by the Oakeshou Painter. New York
17.230.5 (Para. 78.1 ;;\dd.' 51; Hedreen 1992: pI. lOb).
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have been a fixed narrative element in the story, an amusing incident which
painters sometimes chose to highlight through the frontal face.

Perhaps deriving from these Return of Hephaistos scenes, the
frontal-faced satyr also makes an occasional appearance in the Dionysian
thiasos where satyrs and maenads gambol along in attendance on the god
himself. He is generally, although not always, positioned on the left of the
scene,'" and in these contexts does not necessarily possess an overt sexual
emphasis (such as an erect phallos), although it can be argued that vase
viewers were probably sufficiently familiar with the scenes ofHephaistos'
return to make the association. It is important to distinguish this occasional
formula from the generic type that, for instance, identifies a Gorgon. All
depictions ofGorgons show them with frontal face, while painters only rarely
include the motifofa frontal-faced satyr.

From about 540 on, frontal faces appear in a new context: on the
battlefield.4I The first combat example surviving in black-figure is on a vase
attributed to Group E, in a scene depicting the fight between Herakles and
Geryon.42 It was the painters ofGroup E who seem to have followed Lydos43

in developing the usual scene-pattern for this story, in which Herakles attacks
from the left, opposed on tlle right by the three bodies ofGeryon in phalanx
fonnation, while the poor herdsman Eurytion (with profile head) collapses
dying between them. One of their scenes, on an amphora in London, has
the standard composition, except that Eurytion has turned his face towards

.lO On the extreme left edge of the scene, for instance, on two Group E amphorae: Basel Markel
MuM. (Para. 56.27 his) and Richmond, Virginia 62.17 (Para. 56.42 his; Add.! 36); another
Group Escene has a fronLal-faced s;Jtyronc ngure in from (he left WiirLburg 250 (AllV 136.48:
Add.:! 36). Exekias places one second from the right of his Dionysian scene, Budapest 50.189
(Para. 61): BOlhmer 1968:17-25.
~I Korshak: (1987:20) proposes a link between fallen victims and the Gorgon: 'like them, she is
herself a victim of physical violence.' This misses the point lhat lhe Gorgon's facial frontality
emphasises her power rather than her weakness - as is borne out by the frequent use of the
gorgoneion as a shield device. Furthennorc. already on bronze shieldbands from the second half
of the 7th century. a frontal face was used for the corpse of Achilleus carried by Aias (Olympia
B 1921, B 1687. B 1911: Kunze 1950: 151-54: Forms XnIa and XIVa. pI.37-38];and LIMe I:
Achilleus 862). FronLisi-Ducroux (1989: 160) suggests that the frontal face of the dying warrior
has the effect ofa 'terrifying mortuary mask' - she has already noted that 'in the heat of ball Ie,
it is the same glance of the gorgon that shines in the eyes of the hero in fury' (157).
" London B 194 (ABV 136.56; Para. 55; Add.' 37).
4) Lydos seems to have introduced the scene into Attic black-figure on his hydria, Rome, Villa
Giulia M. 430 (ABV 108.14, 685; Add.' 30).
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us; his dog Orthros is also featured, and seems equally to be done for.
Although we know from the more common standard version of the scene
that Emytion is dying, here, as he gazes out at us with huge open eyes, he is
a scene-stealer, demanding attention and detracting from the impact of the
scene above and around him. With so much imminent death in evidence (the
dog and the herdsman), can we fail to consider the imminent fate ofGeryon?
It is less an heroic encounter than a scene of incipient slaughter. The frontal
face here provokes a deeper engagement with the potential of the story
evoked by the scene.

There is a number ofother, more conventional combat scenes from
the Trojan War that feature a dead or dying wanior with face turned to the
front in similar fashion, except that usually the eyes are shown as closed;
indeed, by the last quarter of the 6th century, a frontal face with closed eyes
had become one of the possible iconographic markers for a dead body.
This was particularly effectively included in a scene from an amphora in
Munich, showing Aias supporting the dead (and, unusually, stripped) body
ofAchilleus as he rescues it from the battlefield.44 Here, as usually in frontal
faced corpses, the eyes are closed. For an observer, the encounter with a
frontal face that has its eyes closed in death is disturbing and evokes a sense
ofpathos.

There remain three frontal faces, each ofwhich is unique in its context.
The first is in a scene by Exekias, the master-innovator within the black
figure tradition, in which he would appear to have used the fallen-wanior
motifas his starting point for a depiction ofa dying horse:' A chariot team
has come to grief in battle: the near trace-horse has fallen onto its side, and
is dragging the near pole-horse, a white one, to its knees. Mary Moore has
recognised in this scene the death ofPedasos, the only mortal horse in
Achilleus' team.'" Homer describes in Iliad 16 how in the thick ofbattle
Sarpedon hurled a spear at PatrokIos; the weapon missed him, but found
another mark:

+l Munich 1415, related to the Lcagros Group in the eVA (Munich, Vol. 1, pI. 45.2, 47.3) but
not listed as such by Beazley in ABV or Para.
45 A Type 8 amphora in the Ros Collection, Zurich, auributed by Beazley as Manner of
Exekias (ARV 147.5; Para. 61; Add.'!. 41 [in the last wrongly cited as 147.4, and as 'once'
Zurich. Ros]), and by Bloesch to Exekias himself after cleaning: Bloesch J975:84-89).
-16 Moore 1982.
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Lapltl1liwv Ii' alnoD ~Ev a1t11~~p01:£ lio'llpi epaEtVql
lidn£pov 6p~118Ei<;, 0 liE ITi)liacrov oU1:acr£v tltltOV
E'YX£l Ii£Slov &~ov· 0 Ii' E~pax£ 8'll~oV al:cr8mv,
Kali Ii' Elt£cr' EV KovinO"l ~aKrov, alto Ii' Elt1:a1:0 8'll~6<;.

1:(0 liE Iilacr1:i)1:11V, KpiK£ liE 1;;'lly6v, ftvia lie crepl
cruYX'll1:', Elt£1. Iii] K£1:1:0 ltapi)opo<; EV KovinO"l.
(Iliad 16.466-71)

Sarpedon missed him with his shining spear as he cast for the
second time, but he wounded Pedasos the horse with his weapon
in the right shoulder; and Pedasos neighed as he breathed his last,
and collapsed screaming into the dust, and his spirit fluttered off.
The other horses shied away, and the yoke creaked, and the reins
became tangled, since the trace horse was lying in the dust.

In evident response to this passage," Exekias has adapted for his doomed
horse the elements of pathos from a fallen warrior: the bent back forelegs,
and the frontal face, and so he manages visually to express the tragic effect
achieved by the narrative spotlight in Homer's account.

A second unique occurrence ofa frontal face occurs in a depiction
ofthe Birth ofAthene from Group E, on an amphora in Richmond, Virginia."
The standard version oftJle scene, which recurs often, especially in Group
E, was very forrnularised, with Zeus seated in the middle facing to right,
giving birth to a miniature Athene (also to right) from his head; facing fatJler
and child on either side are other deities which may include one or two
birth-goddesses, Hephaistos, and other Olympians. On the Richmond
amphora, also from Group E, the scene is similarly conceived, except that
Zeus and his tJlione have been swung round to face us along with the emerging
Athene. None of the previous categories of frontal faces seems to apply
here. Several scholars have suggested that this version is intended to suggest

47 On his Munich cup (Munich 2044: ABV 146.21, 686; Para. 60; AdeF 41), Exekias seems
also to have been responding to specific details in the Patroldeia section of the Iliad, in that the
scenes under the handles, where warriors are fighting over a fallen warrior, can be identified
with some certainty as the fights respectively over Sarpedon and Patroklos, from details that
correspond (0 the epic account. A full analysis of these scenes is planned for publication in
2002.
-1M Richmond 60',23 (Para. 56.48 fer; Add. 2 36),
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a statue;'· sometimes in red-figure a statue or similar representation is
identified as inanimate by being frontally depicted,5O but that convention
was not yet observed at the time the Richmond vase was painted, and
furthermore it would be conceptually strange to have Zeus and Athene
(frontal) as statues among other (profile) deities, including Eileithyia assisting
at the birth.51 One feels, therefore, that this painter may rather have been
reaching after a rendition of the occasion in all its awesome majesty, with
Zeus dominating not only the scene but the viewer's perception of it too. If
so, to the modem eye at least, it does not quite come off, mainly because of
the constraints ofthe black-figure technique and the consequent inability of
the painter to realise the spatial relationships that he seems to have had in
mind.52

~'l Korshak (1987:33) is cautious in making this suggestion, based on Schefold's (1937) discus
sion of the gencml phenomenon of picturing statues on vases.
so For inslnnce, the images of Oionysos on the red-figure vases with cult scenes, on which sec
Dumnd & Frontisi-Ducroux 1982; the best known is the frontal mask of Dionysos on a draped
pole on the red-rigure stamnos by the Dinos Painter, Naples H 2419 (AR\f1 1151.2; Para. 457;
Add.~ 336: Durand & Frontisi-Ducroux 1982: fig. 8), but there arc some Jate black-tigure
scenes, mainly on lekythoi and all dating La the carly 5th century, lhat seem to show the same
phenomenon with n Dionysos mnsk mounted on n pole, but nil show it in profile (sec LIMe 3:
Dionysos 30. 31, 34, 35). Isolated Dionysos-masks uppear in frontal view as n single motif on
u few black.figure vases such as the ncck-amphom from the circle of the Antimenes Painter,
Tarquinia RC 1804 (ABV275.5; Pam. 121; Add.' 72: Simon 1976: pI. XXV11l), and compare
LlMC 3: Dionysos 23, 25 and 26. There is one black·figurc example that seems to represent a
statue, on a neck-amphora in the British Museum (London B 49: Korshak 1987: pI. 85), where
a frontal sti.lnding figure is positioned within a 1laos frame topped by a lion and placed between
tripods; the vase is mentioned by Beazley for its unusual shape (ABV 326), but not i.lLLributcd.
While the figure has usually been identified as Apollo (so Shapiro 1989:59-60), Simon in UMC
8: Kybele 64 suggests it represents Kybele, and Schefold (1937:38) suggests Meter. There ure
no 01 her figures in the scene, •.md so no need 10 dislinguish living from inanimate figures.
jl Hermes nnd Ares are clearly identified through iconography, and Ihe other two female figures
arc in the same position and pose as in sttmdard scenes of Athcne's birth where they arc
identified as Eileithyiai (birth goddesses); compure the Birth scene on the Group E iJmphora
London 1839.11-9.1 (B 147: ABV 135.44, 686; Para. 55;Add.' 36), where a female figure tothe
right of Zeus, wearing a similar headdress and with similarly upraised hand, is identified as
H1i1EI8YA.
j2 On a lnte black-figure eye-cup Boulogne 559 (Frontisi & Ducroux 1989: fig. 208), n frontill
seated Dionysos is depicled between the eyes amid vine stems; the effect is not of no inanimnle
statue, but of the grinning god himself, leaning forward to engage the observer. In the first half
of the seventh century, the creator of a scene on a relief amphora in the Tenas Museum seems
10 have striven for nn effect similnr to that on the Virginia amphom: a rendition ofwhal iJppears

10 be the Birth of Athene represents 'Zeus' with a fronlal face, although he is scated to the right
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The concluding example is once again by the master, Exekias, this
time one of his later works produced around 530 Be. It is a fragment of a
flat plaque, one of a series depicting the various events associated with a
burial that adorned a tomb construction in the Kerameikos in Athens."
This one represents a procession of men on foot, perhaps approaching the
house to mourn the body in the prothesis or, it may be, processing behind
the cortege in the ekphora.54 The man stands at the head of the procession
on his own while those following him are in pairs. This positioning seems to
afford him some special significance, perhaps as chiefmourner, a distressed
close relative of the deceased. He absolutely defies categorisation based on
other occurrences offrontal faces within the tradition, and yet the face with
its air ofquiet gravity seems entirely appropriate to the funerary context. As
Mommsen has observed,55 Exekias seems to have striven, unusually, to
represent his upper torso in three-quarter view, creating the impression that
the figure has momentarily turned to gaze out ofhls world into our own, as
though urging us, the onlookers at his mournful event, to share his grief;
indeed, his mouth seems to be slightly open, and it i's tempting to draw a
comparison with the tendency for votive and sepulchral inscriptions to address
and engage the attention ofpassers-by."

and the miniature 'Athenc' emerging from his head is in profile (UMC2: Athenc 360); Brommer
(1961 :72-73) suggests that the seated figure, which is winged and beardless, may rather repre
sent Metis.
" Berlin F 1818 A (ABV 146.22, 687; Para. 60; Add.' 41; Mommsen 1997:35 and pI. IV).
5~ Mommsen (1997:37) proposes the fonner, and suggests that from their orderly arrangement
and lack of mourning gestures they are intended for a professional chorus about to perform a
(hrenDs. However, in such a context it is hard to account for the very small child who follows
immediately after the frontal-faced figure, holding astool; it seems more natural to regard him,
and those around him, as members of the family.
55 Mommsen 1997:37.
56 Compare for instance the sixth-century Atlic inscription from the marble base of a grave
stele (CEG 1.28 =FH 83 =GV 1225):

CiVSP01tE hoatEl.XE[t]i; : KaS' 000 Iv <J>paah: CiAa JlEVOlVOV,
crteSt I Kat OlKtlPOV : aEJla 8paaovor; : iMv.

Man, as you stride along the road with your mind on olher subjects,
stop and weep to see the tomb of Thrason. (TransI. P. Bing)

For discussion of the phenomenon whereby such inscriplions accost those who pass by, see
Bing 1995. Compare also the well-known epitaph of the Spartans who fell at Thermopylai
cited by Herodotos (7.228): ""0 ~EtV', ayyf'J..AEtV AaKEoatj.lOvLOtl; on tflOE J KE1IlESa, tote;
KElVroV p~jlaat 1tEt8ojlEVOl {'Stranger, tell the Spartans that we who lie here obeyed their
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* * *

In conclusion, the poet of the Iliad uses his apostrophes ofhis characters at
moments ofhigh emotional content to reflecthis own emotional engagement
with his characters and to effect a similar engagement on the part of his
listeners, in order to intensify their perception of the crux at that point in the
story. The poet apostrophises figures that carry part of the burden of the
unfolding story - without Menelaos the war has no real justification, and so
he must survive; Patroklos brings about Achilleus' return to battle, Hektor's
death and, ultimately, outside this epic, the death ofAchilleus himself, foretold
several times in the Iliad and so overshadowing that epic. Whenever
something important for the shape ofthe poem is happening, the distinction
between narrated context and narrating context is momentarily blurred. For
a few briefseconds the linear time that divides the two contexts is suspended,
and an immediacy is achieved at these high points thatdirectly communicates
the emotional tension and demands audience engagement.

In a similar way, black-figure vase-painters use the immediacy of
their frontal-faced figures to provoke an emotional reaction that is not
necessarily a product of the narrative context, although in the more
fOITnularised examples such as Gorgon and satyr, there is an association
with the context and also a more or less fixed compositional arrangement of
the scene as a whole. In such cases the frontal face should be considered an
iconographic element, but in other instances - most notably in the last three
individualised examples, but also on the Franc;:ois Vase - the frontal faces
cannot be regarded as a traditional motif, but rather as a traditionally
sanctioned technique, whereby the painter can direct the attention of his
viewers, and to some extent manipulate theiremotional reaction to his scene,.
whether towards joy or sadness. In each case, the conceptual barrier
between the depicted and the observer is dissolved, and tl:Je illusion ofdirect
contact is created, bridging the dimensions and suspending the conventions

orders'), and on deiclic indications in 'speaking' epitaphs, see Svenbro 1988: esp. 8~25. 1l is
clear thalthe idea of direclly addressing the viewer was nOl alien to vase-painters, from the
formulation of painter/potter signatures: 'Exor!,d..a<; eypa",E KCtJtOl'lC'E JlE ('Exekias painted
and made me') as thought the vasc itself were speaking, and onc might compare also the
inclusion of KaAo<; inscriptions on many vases.
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of time and space for as long as the viewer continues to observe the figure
in the scene.

In both the painting and the poetic ambiences, these effects are
entirely dependent on their respective traditions. The verbal and visual artists
are using their tradition to profound effect, exploiting its potential to the full.
Since the listeners' or viewers' expectations are fixed through long immersion
in the tradition, these departures, these breaks in the nonnal pattern of things,
are very striking, and through their rarity will be perceived as deliberate,
and so significant.
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